Institutions with important archival collections relating to the printing and allied trades:

Edward Clark Collection, Edinburgh Napier University
http://staff.napier.ac.uk/services/library/about/EdwardClarkCollection/Pages/default.aspx

National Library of Scotland, Edinburgh
http://www.nls.uk/catalogues/manuscripts
There is also a list of print union records
http://www.nls.uk/catalogues/labour-history

John Murray Archive
http://digital.nls.uk/jma/mss/search/index.cfm

National Records of Scotland, Edinburgh
http://www.nrscotland.gov.uk/

Edinburgh University Library
http://www.ed.ac.uk/schools-departments/information-services/library-museum-gallery/erc

Edinburgh and Scottish Collections, City of Edinburgh Libraries
https://www.edinburgh.gov.uk/directory_record/20694/edinburgh_and_scottish_collection

Mitchell Library, Glasgow
http://www.glasgowlife.org.uk/libraries/the-mitchell-library/Pages/home.aspx

A K Bell Library, Perth
http://www.pkc.gov.uk/library

Glasgow University Library has a list of archives relating to printing and publishing
http://www.gla.ac.uk/services/specialcollections/
http://www.gla.ac.uk/media/media_60312_en.pdf

Aberdeen University Library
http://www.abdn.ac.uk/historic/Intro.shtml

Dundee University Library
http://www.dundee.ac.uk/library/speccoll/

St Andrews University Library
http://www.st-andrews.ac.uk/library/specialcollections/

The dates given in the listing may relate only to material in the archive rather than the dates when the company was active. For details of the actual content of each archive please contact the institution concerned.
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PRINTING FIRMS & INDIVIDUAL PRINTERS

Aberdeen Journals Ltd, 1928 – 1968 (including Aberdeen Newspapers Ltd [1922 – 1928], and Aberdeen & North of Scotland Newspapers & Printing Co Ltd [1876 – 1922]).

University of Aberdeen Special Collections Centre: ref MS 2770


University of Aberdeen Special Collections Centre: ref MS3233

Arthur King & Co, printers & publishers, Aberdeen, 1869-1898

See Aberdeen University Press, University of Aberdeen Special Collections Centre: ref MS3233

Badenoch Printers (James Johnston & Son), printers, Kingussie

Held privately National Register of Archives for Scotland

Ballantyne, James, printer, Edinburgh

National Library of Scotland, Edinburgh: ref Acc.11815

Bartholomew Archive (John Barthomolew & Sons), printers and mapmakers, Edinburgh, 1826-1982

National Library of Scotland, Edinburgh: ref Acc.10222; Acc.10453

http://digital.nls.uk/bartholomew/

Birkbeck, John A, printer (and Dundee Typographical Society)

National Library of Scotland, Edinburgh: ref Acc.5277

Blackie & Son Ltd, printers and publishers, Glasgow, 1794-1964

(Includes Gresham Publishing Co Ltd) Glasgow University Archive Services: ref UGD 061, UGD 166, Addnl Accn 1595

Boyd family (Oliver & Boyd), Edinburgh

National Library of Scotland: Acc.9544

Burness, James, printer, Edinburgh, 1824-1845

National Library of Scotland, Edinburgh: ref Acc.5684

Charles Letts & Co Ltd, printers and publishers, Dalkeith, 1820-1980

Held privately

Chambers, Robert

Chambers, William

See W & R Chambers
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Constable, Archibald
See T & A Constable

Darien Press, printers, Edinburgh, 1873-1964
National Library of Scotland, Edinburgh: ref Dep.312; Minutes & share records 1873-1964
in Oliver & Boyd archive, ref Acc.5000

David Winter & Sons Ltd, booksellers, stationers and printers, Dundee, 1858-1951
Dundee City Archive & Record Centre: ref GD/X29

Dumfries & Galloway Standard & Advertiser, 1855-1858
Dumfries & Galloway Archives: ref GD4/23-4

Dundee, Perth & Cupar Advertiser, 1851-1852
Dundee City Archive & Record Centre: ref GD/Mus37

The Edinburgh Press, printer, 1907-1936

Edmond, J P: notes (including correspondence) on Aberdeenshire printers, c1850
University of Aberdeen Special Collections Centre: ref MS 2894

F Johnston & Company Ltd, printers and publishers, Edinburgh, 1797-1954 (originally in Falkirk)
Held privately National Register of Archives for Scotland: ref 2845 (includes both business
records and personal correspondence)

Farr & Company Ltd, lithographers and printers, Paisley, 1885-1950.
Glasgow University Archive Services

G & W Fraser Ltd, printers and stationers, Aberdeen, 1871-1966
Records held privately. National Register of Archives for Scotland: ref 1681

George Cornwall & Son, printers, Aberdeen, 1898-1960
University of Aberdeen Special Libraries and Archives, ref MS 2871
See also Aberdeen University Press: ref MS3233
Other records held privately (contact Business Archives Council Scotland)

George Outram & Co, printers and newspaper publishers, Glasgow, 1818-1869
Glasgow University Archive Services: ref: UGD 26

George Waterston & Sons Ltd, printers and stationers, Edinburgh, 1752-1975
See also Waterston family (including Robert Waterston)

Gilmour & Dean Ltd, printers, Hamilton, 1845-1979
Held privately National Register of Archives for Scotland: ref 3861
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H & J Pillans & Wilson, printers and stationers, Edinburgh, 1878-1938  
National Library of Scotland, Edinburgh: ref Acc.10614

Hardgate Press Ltd, printers, Glasgow, 1954-1973  
Glasgow City Archives, Mitchell Library, Glasgow: ref 1/35/5

Hawick News, Publishers & Printers, Hawick, 1882-  
Held privately National Register of Archives for Scotland: ref 2354

Stirling University Library: ref MS 27 (tapes/transcripts of interviews, by Douglas Mack and Alastair Wood, Stirling University, about career 1920s to the 1960s)

Hedderwick family, printers and publishers, Glasgow, 1835-1915  
Glasgow City Archives, Mitchell Library, Glasgow: ref 891371

Hugh Macdonald, wholesale stationer, Oban, 1936-1939  
Argyll and Bute Council Archives: ref DR/1/164

Isaac F Smith Aberdeen,  
See Lewis Smith & Son

J & J Murdoch Ltd, printers, Glasgow, 1937-1966  
Glasgow University Archive Services: ref UGD232  
See also John Laird & Son

James Ballantyne & Company, printers, Edinburgh,1797-1841  
National Library of Scotland, Edinburgh: ref Acc.10270

James Lumsden, Son & Co Ltd, wholesale and export stationers,Glasgow, 1861-1878 (Lumsden of Arden)  
Glasgow University Archive Services: ref DC 112 [NRA(S)2580]

James Macnab, printer, Glasgow,1870-1962  
Glasgow City Archives, Mitchell Library, Glasgow: ref ML No 89805; SR350 TOC  
Glasgow University Archive Services: ref UGD 278

James Reid & Son Ltd, stationery manufacturers and printers, Glasgow, 1931-1962  
Glasgow University Library Archives: ref UGD 147  
Glasgow City Archives, Mitchell Library, Glasgow: sales/contract books and samples

John Avery & Co Ltd (Greyfriars Press), printers, Aberdeen, 1884-1958  
See Aberdeen University Press, University of Aberdeen Special Collections Centre: ref MS3233

John Bartholomew & Son, geographical publishers, Edinburgh  
See Bartholomew Archive
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John Laird & Son Ltd, printing, packaging and paper bag manufacturers, Glasgow, 1929-1975
Glasgow University Archive Services: ref UGD 232 [Donaldson & Filer Ltd; Havopak Ltd; J & J Murdoch Ltd ; The Robinson Group, A Short History of the E S & A Robinson Group (1965, Bristol)]

John Thomlinson Ltd, printers, Glasgow, 1875-1997 (relocated to Clydebank in 1996)
Held privately held (National Register of Archives for Scotland: ref 3868)

Lewis Smith & Son, booksellers and printers, Aberdeen, 1879-1901
University of Aberdeen Special Collections Centre: ref MS945
Aberdeen City and Aberdeenshire Archives: ref DD49 (includes Isaac F Smith)

Livingstone Bros, manufacturing stationers, Glasgow, 1897-1972
Glasgow University Archive Services; ref UGD 113

McClure, Andrew, engraver and lithographer, partner in McClure & MacDonald, engravers, d.1885
National Records of Scotland, Edinburgh: GD282/12/130

Macfarlane & Erskine, printers and lithographers, Edinburgh, 1880-1963
National Records of Scotland, Edinburgh: ref GD338
National Library of Scotland, Edinburgh: ref Dep.369

Mackenzie & Storrie Ltd, printers, Leith,1855-1997
Held privately National Register of Archives for Scotland: ref 3650

Maclehose Group Ltd, printers, Glasgow, 1882-1980
Glasgow City Archives, Mitchell Library, Glasgow
Glasgow University Archives Service: ref Sp Coll MS Gen 1594

Macnab, James, printer, Glasgow, 1870-1962
Glasgow City Archives, Mitchell Library, Glasgow: ref ML No 89805 [business and personal papers]; SR350 TOC
Glasgow University Archives Service: ref UGD 278

Mark & Charles Kerr, King's printers and stationers for Scotland, Edinburgh, 1790-1820
National Library of Scotland, Edinburgh: ref Acc.11853

Montrose Review Press Ltd, publishers and printers, 1883-1901
Held privately National Register of Archives for Scotland: ref 2062

National Labour Press Ltd incl Blackfriars Ltd, Glasgow, 1918-1969
Glasgow City Archives, Mitchell Library, Glasgow: ref TD956/25.
London School of Economics Library, Archives Division: ref BLPES/ILP/Section 7/5/3.
Misc papers

Neidpath Press Ltd, printers, 1937-1944
Held privately National Register of Archives for Scotland: ref 1781
http://neidpathpress.com/index.html
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Neill & Company, printers, Edinburgh
National Library of Scotland, Edinburgh: ref Dep.196; Dep.226

Oliver & Boyd, printers and publishers, Edinburgh, 1815-1882
National Library of Scotland, Edinburgh: ref Acc.5000

Pillans & Wilson, printers, Edinburgh, 1878-1928
National Library of Scotland, Edinburgh: ref Acc.10614

Glasgow University Archive Services: ref UGD243/6

R & R Clark, printers, Edinburgh, 1892-1965
National Library of Scotland, Edinburgh: ref Dep 229; Acc.12588; Acc.6283
London School of Economics Library, Archives Division, Shaw Business Papers (Section 6)

National Library of Scotland, Edinburgh: ref Acc.12322

Robert L Fleming Ltd, paper sack manufacturers, Dundee, 1939-1995
Dundee University Archive, Records Management & Museum Services: ref MS117

Raban, Edward, printer, Aberdeen
See Walker, William

Robert Maclehose & Co Ltd (Glasgow University Press)
See Maclehose Group Ltd

S & T Dunn, letterpress printers, Glasgow, 1850-1856
Glasgow City Archives, Mitchell Library, Glasgow: ref TD148

Scotsman Publications
National Library of Scotland, Edinburgh: ref Acc.11812

Shepherd, William, printer and stationer, 1855-1953
Angus Archives: ref MS166

Simpson, William, 1823-1899
Reminiscences of the early history of lithography in Glasgow: from the *Printing Times and Lithographer* January & February 1879 by William Simpson [the main part of the information ... collected by John Inglis. Glasgow, 1879]. 1v (unpaged).
Glasgow City Archives, Mitchell Library, Glasgow

Simpson Label Co Ltd, label printers, Dalkeith, 1877-1984 (previously in Edinburgh)
Held privately National Register of Archives for Scotland: ref 2978

Somerville & Morrison Ltd, waterproof and protective paper manufacturers, Glasgow, 1900-2000
Glasgow University Archive Services: ref ACCN 3502
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Southern Reporter, newspaper printer and publisher, Selkirk, 1930-1969
Scottish Borders Archive and Local History Centre: ref SC/S/25

Standard Press Ltd, printers, Montrose, 1928-1957
National Library of Scotland, Edinburgh: ref Acc.8058

T & A Constable, printers, Edinburgh, 1834-1918
National Library of Scotland, Edinburgh: ref Acc.12587; Dep.307; MSS.23237-23617
Also Archibald Constable, publisher
National Library of Scotland, Edinburgh: ref Acc.12728; MSS. 319-332; MSS.789-803; Acc.11581; MS.7200; MS.8991; MSS.23230-23234; MSS.23618-23620; MSS.668-684; MSS.23621
City of Edinburgh Central Library: Local history collections
London School of Economics Library, Archives Division, Shaw Business Papers (Section 7)
Scottish Book Trade Archive Inventory lists Archibald Constable: Correspondence (1801-1827); Letters (1801-1827); Letters to John Bradfute (1805)
Also Thomas Constable, 1812-1881, printer and publisher
Stirling University Library: ref MS 19 (presentation slip from Thomas Constable to Robert Walker, 1873)
National Library of Scotland, Edinburgh: ref MSS 3052, 3109

T & J Manson Ltd, printers and publishers, Lerwick, 1868-1977
Shetland Archives: ref D.15

T & T Clark, printers and publishers, Edinburgh, 1859-1960
National Library of Scotland, Edinburgh: ref Dep.342; Acc.10689; Acc.10785; Acc.11268; Acc.11792; Acc.12093; Dep.247; Acc 11267

T C & E C Jack, printers, Edinburgh, 1901-1939
Edinburgh Napier University, Edward Clark Collection (SAPPHIRE): ref 1999/124; 1999/203

Thomas Constable, 1812-1881, printer and publisher
See T & A Constable

Thomas Nelson & Sons, printers and publishers, [1861-1961]
Edinburgh University Library, Centre for Research Collections: ref E2007.16; Gen.1728/1-821
Edinburgh Napier University, Edward Clark Collection (SAPPHIRE): ref 1999/112; 1999/203)
Also at Temple University – Thomas Nelson & Sons (USA); Brown University – John Buchan material, 1898-1976; Dartmouth College, USA – John Buchan & literary agent Colles & J. B. Pinker material, 1898-1925
See also Graphical, Paper and Media Union, Edinburgh Branch

Valentines of Dundee Ltd, greeting card manufacturers, Dundee, 1896-1982
St Andrews University Library Department of Special Collections: ref ms38562
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W & A K Johnston Ltd, geographical printers and publishers, Edinburgh, 1839-1931
   National Library of Scotland, Edinburgh: ref Acc.5811

W & R Chambers, printers and publishers, c1819-1990
   National Library of Scotland, Edinburgh: ref Acc.13178; Acc.9213; Dep.341
   Also Chambers, Robert, printer and publisher
      National Library of Scotland, Edinburgh: ref Acc.8164; Acc.8785 [MF.MSS.416]
      Other records held privately

Waddie & Co Ltd, manufacturing stationers and printers, Edinburgh, 1874-1982
   Held privately National Register of Archives for Scotland: ref 3641

Waterston family (includes Robert Waterston, printer and stationer)
   See also George Waterston & Sons Ltd

Walker, George: bibliographical notes relating to printing in Aberdeen, 1624-1662
   University of Aberdeen Special Collections Centre: ref MS 972

Walker, William: Life of Edward Raban, 1851, transcribed by William Walker
   University of Aberdeen Special Collections Centre: MS 2774

William Collins, Son & Co Ltd, printers and publishers, 1822-1986
   Glasgow University Archives Services: ref UGD 243

William Jackson & Co, bookbinders, Aberdeen, 1914-1959
   University of Aberdeen Special Collections Centre, ref MS 3233/4

William Kidd, bookseller, stationer, printer and publisher, Dundee, 1896
   Dundee University Archive, Records Management & Museum Services: ref MS 136

Wilson, Printers, Ayr
   National Library of Scotland, Edinburgh: ref Acc.4082 [MF.MSS.93]

Gordon Wilson, printer, Edinburgh
   National Library of Scotland, Edinburgh: ref Acc.11827; Acc.12419
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The following text on early (16th and 17th century) printing in Scotland in the National Library of Scotland's manuscript collections:

'An historical account of printing in Scotland, during two centuries; being annals of her literature, from 1507 to 1707; with an appendix comprehending, the history of paper making, the history of type founding in Scotland; and an essay on the copyright of authors', by George Chalmers, the antiquary.

Ref Adv.MS.17.1.16 [Manuscript submitted for publication but rejected by Cadell and Davies in 1817. Based on notes compiled mainly by his nephew James ref: Adv. MSS. 16.2.21-2.]

Refers to:
- Walter Chepman and Andrew Myllar;
- John Scot;
- Thomas Bassandyne;
- John Ross;
- Thomas Vautrollier;
- Robert Waldegrave;
- Thomas Finlason;
- John Wreittoun;
- William Alexander, Earl of Stirling;
- George Anderson;
- Evan Tyler;
- James Lindsay;
- Christopher Higgins;
- Society of Stationers;
- James Watson;
- John Reid; John Reid junior;
- Andrew Anderson's heirs;
- Andrew and Mathias Symson;
- Robert Freebairn;
- Thomas Davidson;
- Robert Lekprevik;
- Alexander Arbuthnot;
- Henry Charteris;
- Robert Smyth;
- Robert Charteris;
- Andro Hart;
- Robert Young;
- James Bryson;
- Robert Bryson;
- Duncan Mun;
- Gideon Lithgow;
- Andrew Anderson;
- David Lindsay;
- Peter Bruis;
- George Jeffrey;
- James Watson;
- John Moncur;
Scottish Printing Archival Trust

ALLIED TRADES

BOOKBINDING
Dunn & Wilson Ltd, bookbinders, Falkirk, 1900-2000
  Falkirk Council Archives: ref A480/F4

Hunter & Foulis Ltd., publishers' bookbinders, Edinburgh, 1785-1957
  City of Edinburgh Archives: ref 2228 [ECA Acc676]

  Minute books held privately National Register of Archives for Scotland: ref 3637

James Meuros, bookbinder and bookseller, Kilmarnock 1809-1820
  National Records of Scotland, Edinburgh: ref CS96/628

INK MAKING
A B Fleming & Co Ltd, printing ink manufacturers, Edinburgh, 1869-1962, Edinburgh
  (includes B Winstone & Sons Ltd) National Records of Scotland, Edinburgh: ref GD431

MACHINE MAKERS AND PRINTERS' ENGINEERS
Bertrams Ltd, machine tool and paper machinery manufacturers, Edinburgh, 1860-1983
  National Records of Scotland, Edinburgh: ref GD1/779; GD419
  Other records held privately National Register of Archives for Scotland: ref 0322

David Carlaw & Sons Ltd, envelope machinery manufacturers, etc, Glasgow, 1888-1976
  Glasgow City Archives, Mitchell Library, Glasgow: ref TD935: Order books, etc
  Other records held privately National Register of Archives for Scotland: ref 1924

James Bertram & Son Ltd, engineers and paper machinery manufacturers, Leith, 1847-1976
  National Records of Scotland, Edinburgh: ref GD284

PAPERMAKING
Alexander Cowan & Sons Ltd, paper manufacturers, Penicuik, 1709-1970 (Valleymill Mills, 1814-1937)
  National Records of Scotland, Edinburgh: ref GD311
  Business book of Charles Cowan. London School of Economics Library, Archives Division:
  ref Coll Misc 0343
  Other records held privately National Register of Archives for Scotland: ref 2391

Alexander Pirie & Sons, paper manufacturers, Aberdeen 18th-20th century
  University of Aberdeen Special Libraries and Archives: ref MS2911

Balerno Papermill Company, Edinburgh
  National Library of Scotland, Edinburgh: ref Acc.12180

C Davidson & Company, paper manufacturers, Mugiemoss Mills, Bucksburn, 1852-1977
  University of Aberdeen Special Libraries and Archives: ref MS 3232
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C S & Co, paper manufacturers, near Denny (subsidiary of Vale Board Mills Ltd)  
Falkirk Council Archives: financial records, circa 1916-1928

Caldwell & Co Ltd, paper manufacturers, Inverkeithing, 1890-1911  
Inverkeithing Museum: ref National Register of Archives for Scotland: ref 2013

Clyde Paper Company Ltd, Rutherglen, 1852-1971  
Glasgow City Archives, Mitchell Library ref: TD329

Craigmardloch Paper Co Ltd, Kilsyth, 1939-1963  
Held privately National Register of Archives for Scotland: ref 606

Culter Paper Mill, 1843-1961  
University of Aberdeen Special Libraries and Archives: ref MS3076  
Culter Mills Paper Co. Ltd, 1865 – 1965.  NRA(S)1197 & 1217

Dawsholm Snuff & Paper Mills, snuff and paper manufacturers, Glasgow, 1735-1873, Glasgow  
Glasgow City Archives, Mitchell Library: ref, TD219/36

Donside Paper Co Ltd, paper manufacturers, Aberdeen, 1893-1968  
Held privately National Register of Archives for Scotland: ref 1440

Edward Collins and Sons Ltd, paper manufacturers, Glasgow, 1844-1953  
Glasgow City Archives, Mitchell Library, ref: TD403

G.B. Papers Plc, paper manufacturers, Guardbridge, Fife, 1853-1986  
Held privately National Register of Archives for Scotland: ref 2770

George Laing & Co, paper manufacturers, Balerno, 1836-1846  
Heriot-Watt University Archive, Records Management and Museum Service: HWUA LOC

Guard Bridge Paper Co, paper manufacturers, Guardbridge, Fife, 1873-1984  
Held privately National Register of Archives for Scotland: ref 1197

Henry Bruce & Sons Ltd, paper manufacturers, Currie, 1867-1931  
National Library of Scotland, Edinburgh: ref MS.20671-20751  
Heriot-Watt University Archive, Records Management and Museum Service: ref TW  
(Records of Kinleith Mill)

Inveresk Paper Co Ltd, paper manufacturers, Inveresk, 1876-1964  
National Records of Scotland, Edinburgh: ref GD269  
Falkirk Council Archives: advertising leaflets and brochures

J Lovell and Son Ltd, paper manufacturers, Linlithgow, 1870-1963  
National Records of Scotland, Edinburgh: ref GD272

James Brown & Co Ltd (Esk Mills), paper manufacturers, Penicuik, 1804-1968  
National Records of Scotland, Edinburgh: ref GD1/575
Scottish Printing Archival Trust

James Dickson, paper merchant, Edinburgh, 1804-1807
National Library of Scotland, Edinburgh: ref Acc.9500; Acc 11149

James Lovell & Son Ltd, paper manufacturers, Linlithgow
National Records of Scotland, Edinburgh: ref GD272

John Galloway & Company Ltd, paper manufacturers, Balerno, 1875-1970
National Records of Scotland, Edinburgh: ref GD278. See also 'Galloways of Balerno' (50th Anniversary Publication), 1916-1966

John Luke Jnr & Co, paper manufacturers, c1900-?; part of Vale Board Mills after 1945
Falkirk Council Archives: ref A097.002 22; A1038.066-.084; A1038.085-.097

John Tod & Sons Ltd, paper manufacturers, Lasswade, 1816-1965
National Records of Scotland, Edinburgh: ref GD1/440: 1

Kinleith Paper Mills
See Henry Bruce & Sons Ltd, paper manufacturers, Currie, 1867-1931

Pirie & Sons, paper manufacturers, Stoneywood
University of Aberdeen Special Libraries and Archives: ref National Register of Archives for Scotland: ref 51/47 (within National Register of Archives for Scotland: ref 51 Davidson and Garden, Solicitors, Aberdeen)

R. Tullis & Co, Markinch
See Tullis Russell & Company Ltd

Smith & McLaurin Ltd, paper manufacturers, Johnstone, 1856-1978
Held privately National Register of Archives for Scotland: ref 1417

Smith Anderson & Co Ltd, paper manufacturers, Leslie, Fife, 1550-1995

Thomas Chalmers, paper manufacturers, Linlithgow, 1858-1868
National Records of Scotland, Edinburgh: ref GD1/1162

Tullis Russell & Company Ltd. paper manufacturers, Markinch, Fife, c1827-1956
St Andrews University Library Department of Special Collections: ref National Register of Archives for Scotland: ref 1378, Russell Papers
Also held privately National Register of Archives for Scotland: ref 1378 and ref 3223

Vale Board Mills Ltd, paper manufacturers, Denny (Vale Paper Co Ltd), 1887-1980
Falkirk Council Archives: ref A1038; A1280; A97 (includes 'The Vale Board Mills Ltd' and predecessors, 1800-1975)

William Milne (Falkirk) Ltd, box manufacturer and printer.
Falkirk Council Archives
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William Sommerville & Son Ltd, paper manufacturers, Penicuik, 1883-1971
Midlothian Council Archives, reference WSS

TYPOGRAPHERS
McCance, William, artist and typographer

Mclean (John David Ruari McDowall Hardie), typographer and author
National Library of Scotland, Edinburgh: ref Acc.11071; Acc.11072; Acc.11090; Acc.11370;
Acc.11466; Acc.11491; Acc.11574; Acc.11602; Acc.12125; Acc.12399; Acc.12717; Dep.362
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TRADES UNIONS, EMPLOYERS' ORGANISATIONS & OTHER TRADE BODIES

Amalgamated Society of Lithographic Printers, 1880-1970
Modern Records Centre, University of Warwick

Amalgamated Society of Lithographic Printers and Auxiliaries. Glasgow Branch
Glasgow City Archives, Mitchell Library, Glasgow: Correspondence, ref Manuscript GC 1882, 1940-1949; Contribution books and cash books, ref Manuscript GC 1934-51, 1939-1946; Registers, ref Manuscript GC 1926-1939; 1941-1958; 1939-1944; 1940-1936

Annals of the Scottish Printing Trade (Society of Master Printers of Scotland gift)
National Library of Scotland, Edinburgh: ref Acc.8166

Association of Master Bookbinders and Paper Rulers: Edinburgh branch, 1901-1917
National Library of Scotland, Edinburgh: ref Acc.8291

Association of Master Printers of Scotland (apprentice recruitment) 1927-1973
Lothian Health Services Archive, reference GB233/GD7 (30 year and 75 year Scottish closure rules apply)

Bookbinders' Consolidated Union, 1869-1911
National Library of Scotland, Edinburgh, Acc.4395

Bookbinders, Paper Rulers, and Pocket Book Makers of Edinburgh, 1862-1872
National Library of Scotland, Edinburgh, Acc.4395

Dundee Typographical Society (Dundee Courier & Argus Chapel) 1879-1897
National Library of Scotland, Edinburgh: ref Acc.5277/7

Edinburgh and District Jobbing Printers Association, 1912-1916
National Library of Scotland, Edinburgh: ref Acc.8291

Edinburgh and Leith Master Lithographers Association, 1904-1917
National Library of Scotland, Edinburgh: ref Acc.8291

Edinburgh Branch, Printing and Kindred Trades Federation, 1907-1946
National Library of Scotland, Edinburgh: ref Acc.3035

Edinburgh Compositors' Society, 1824-1942
City of Edinburgh Central Library, Local History Collections, National Register of Archives for Scotland: ref 3563

Edinburgh Journeymen Bookbinders' Benefit Society, No. 34 Edinburgh
National Records of Scotland, Edinburgh: ref FS4/134

Edinburgh Journeymen Bookbinders' Society
National Library of Scotland, Edinburgh: ref MSS.27620-27622
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Edinburgh Master Printers Association, 1847-1958
   National Library of Scotland, Edinburgh: ref Acc.8291

Edinburgh Number Book Trade Association, 1839
   Glasgow City Archives, Mitchell Library, Glasgow

Edinburgh Printing and Kindred Trades Employers' Association
   National Library of Scotland, Edinburgh: ref Acc.8291

Edinburgh Union Society of Journeymen Bookbinders, 1822-1922
   Modern Records Centre, University of Warwick

Edinburgh Typefounders Benefit Society, No. 228 Edinburgh
   National Records of Scotland, Edinburgh: ref FS4/1145

Edinburgh Typographical Sick and Funeral Society, 1856-1947
   City of Edinburgh Central Library, Local history collections, National Register of Archives for Scotland: ref 3563

Edinburgh Typographical Society (includes Press and Machinemens' Section records, 1873-1955)
   National Library of Scotland, Edinburgh: ref Acc.4068, Acc.4593

Edinburgh Typographical Society's Funeral Fund, No. 198 Edinburgh
   National Records of Scotland, Edinburgh: ref FS4/1173

Edinburgh Union Society of Journeymen Bookbinders, 1822-1855
   National Library of Scotland, Edinburgh: ref Acc.11459

Glasgow Number Trade Association: Glasgow. Minutes, 1835-1855
   Glasgow City Archives, Mitchell Library, Glasgow

Glasgow Printers and Bookbinders Friendly Society, No. 106 Lanark
   National Records of Scotland, Edinburgh: ref FS4/163

Glasgow Stationers Company, 1740-1923
   Glasgow City Archives, Mitchell Library, Glasgow, ref National Register of Archives for Scotland: ref 396/175 (TD175)

Graphical, Paper and Media Union, Edinburgh Branch and predecessor bodies, 1909-1997
   National Library of Scotland, Edinburgh: ref Acc.12160; Acc.12191 (includes predecessor bodies – National Union of Printing, Bookbinding, Machine Ruling and Paper Workers; Society of Graphical and Allied Trades) and minute books of Bookbinders Chapel of Thomas Nelson & Sons Ltd. 1924-1958, 1960-1968

Monotype Casters and Typefounders Society, Edinburgh, 1935-1943
   Modern Records Centre, University of Warwick
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National Printing and Kindred Trades' Federation, Edinburgh Branch, 1907-1946  
National Library of Scotland, Edinburgh: ref Acc.3035

National Society of Electrotypers and Stereotypers (later National Graphical Association), Glasgow Branch, 1906-1978  
Glasgow City Archives, Mitchell Library

National Society of Operative Printers and Assistants  
Miscellaneous papers, 1912-1987 – Modern Records Centre, University of Warwick  
Glasgow branch papers, 1906-1978 – Glasgow City Archives, Mitchell Library

National Society of Operative Printers and Assistants: Edinburgh and Granton Branches  

National Society of Operative Printers and Assistants: Granton  
National Library of Scotland, Edinburgh, Acc.9845

National Union of Printers, Bookbinders, Machine Rulers, and Paper Workers, 1822-1959  
National Library of Scotland, Edinburgh, Acc.4395

National Union of Printers, Bookbinders, Machine Rulers and Paperworkers, Edinburgh Branch, 1874-1956  
National Library of Scotland, Edinburgh, Acc.4395

Scottish Alliance of Masters in the Printing and Kindred Trades, 1911-1956  
National Library of Scotland, Edinburgh: ref Acc.8291

Scottish Operative Papermakers' Trade Protection Friendly and Funeral Society  

Scottish Print Employers Federation  
National Library of Scotland, Edinburgh: ref Acc.13013

Scottish Typographical Association  
Aberdeen Branch, 1853-1958 – University of Aberdeen Special Libraries and Archives: ref MS 2471; MS 264826  
Dumfries, 1831-1979 – Dumfries Archive Centre, miscellaneous records: ref GGD25  
Glasgow, 1881-1950 – Strathclyde University Archives, Glasgow: T-GTS; Glasgow University Archive Services: reference: UGD 321  
Perth, 1868-1937 – Perth and Kinross District Archives: ref MS40  
Also Glasgow City Archives, Mitchell Library, Glasgow has 'reports, agreements, subject files, ledgers and miscellaneous records' for the 20th century.

Scottish Typographical Association and Edinburgh Typographical Society  
Scottish Printing Archival Trust

Society of Graphical and Allied Trades, Donside and Aberdeen Branches, 1924-1949
University of Aberdeen Special Libraries and Archives: ref MS.2649; MS.2650. Permission required from Aberdeen Branch Secretary for access to MS.2650. Related material MS.2648; MS.471 (Scottish Typographical Association, Aberdeen Branch); and MS.3233 (Aberdeen University Press)

Society of Lithographic Artists, Designers, Engravers and Printers, 1898-1989
Modern Records Centre, University of Warwick
Working Class Movement Library – minutes 1955-1960

Society of Lithographic Artists, Designers, Engravers and Process Workers (Aberdeen Branch), 1951-1964
University of Aberdeen Special Libraries and Archives: ref MS 2678

Society of Master Printers of Scotland

Union Society of Journeyman Bookbinders [microfilm]

Union Society of Journeymen Bookbinders of Edinburgh, 1822-1874 (‘Articles of the Edinburgh Union Society of Journeymen Bookbinders, 1822; Manuscript notes concerning the early days of bookbinding organisation in Edinburgh)
National Library of Scotland, Edinburgh: ref Acc.4395